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GilG MAGHIilING GEIUTRE

. tw¡n urork tables enable component . exclusive mult¡-purpose work table for safe,
loading/unloading and table fixturing during masked rapid clamping of components of any shape
time thus cutting down-time to the minimum. . fixed gantry frame with solid single-piece base for

. modular machining un¡t configured to machining maximum rigidity under any working conditions
needs: . next generat¡on numerical conttol unit with
- router unit with automatic tool changer fast 32-bit microprocessor for rapid program processing
- drilling units with independent horizontal and the best interpolation capability.

and vertical spindles
- routing and cutting unit with horizontal axis

blade (UNIVERSAL)
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The increasing fragmentation of demand poses serious
production problems for the woodworking company.
Orders are highly varied ranging from small highly
differentiated runs to large batches. Many types of
material have to be handled: solid wood, chipboard, MDF
and plastics. Maintaining a competitive advantage in this
scenario means adapting rapidly to the continuous
changes in the market, maintaining high levels of
productivity and meeting tight delivery times, without
making any compromises in quality.
W¡th ROUTOTUIAT you can do all this.

ROUTOMAT is a solid, compact, high-performance
machining centre, designed and manufactured for
intensive, and reliable service.
ROUTOMAT will machine up to three components at the
same time. Non-stop machining is ensured by the twin
work tables which eliminate the downtime caused by
component loading and unloading at source. ROUTOMAT

maximises productiYityr.
Complex machining tasks requiring several tools are

completed rapidly becauseof ihe automatic tool changer
which has the tool magazine located on the machining
head.
The exclusive MULTI-PURPOSE work table enables fast,

secure clamping of any component in any position -

another ROUTOMAT feature guaranteeing
high per{ormanoe.
The next generation CNC unit offers top processing power,

is easy to program and the programming options are

virtually limitless. The machine-operator dialogue is
simple and immediate. There are no limits to what you

can do and how you do it.
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Guaranteed by an SGtlll electro-spindle

on demand even at low rpm bv tle ::ll::::tt "f
electrical components and the static drive ìnverter'

ilA¡(lillullll rigiditY
For a toP qualitY finish'

rso-ao I
rso-eo I

Absolute silence
Ñã cooting {ans are {itted'

Perfect cooling'
UnO"t all oPerating conditions'

using the extradion air flow'

t;

Built-in etdract¡on system ,--.'
Ãn ãitouno extraction system removes shavtnqs

from anv direction'
äå'.iïäi";hàod heiqht is cNc controlled

to match tool length'

A compact, versattle, high-perfP]tiÎ::
-ã"lt¡tt¡t g un¡t designed tor heavy u"'v

ïJ*;,;;;;nteeins ã iop-qua I itv''1"^']t'on

iì;il;'å;r"der thé severest condìtions'
AssemblY and test
deoartments
iñil.tt."'lLv, e I ectro-sP i n d I es

"ì. t 
år"r.¿ ôn tttt benches

*Ài.r' utrrute real *otkin9, -.,.,.
conditions. The rigorous test Lvu'

*oÀi,àit' temPerature' vibratton'

uutátn.A current and noise

levels.
rìtì Jutu is transmitted to a

.à*or"ti*d sYstem which

ì'i;:äì;;;i'l iåsno"' anY raurt;

;i;-.h;t"' eleciro'sPindles
i;üil' ;;iour strinsent test

toäìiir."tlãns are fitted to

SCM machines'

Unequalled stfuGtufal
machine frame is constructed

and stabilised cast-iron to ensure maxl murn

rigidity and prec ision. The frame houses

spìndle sh

10

0 9.OOO 12.O00

HP
15

1 8,000
R.PM
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bearings.

afts which run in Pre-
ed ceram
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The nachining unit.

Iles¡gned for
top performanGer

at all t¡mes!

-eï

UilEQUALLEII uersatit¡ty
W¡th the automatic tool changer

All tools are ready for
work at any t¡me thanks to
the tool magazine located on
the machining unit. This
reduces changeover times
and down times on the
ROUTOMAT.

The ROUTOIIIIAT can be
fitted w¡th a wide
range ol special un¡ts
for horizontal and angled cutting,
routing and drilling on a complete
range of operations: hinge locations,
drilling for anube fittings, slotting for
locks, mortising, ect.
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UEGTOB enables drilling, routing,
interpolated routing, horizontal
mortising and cutting at any angle on
any component without the need
for reworking.

The high level of precision
combined with the use of the
tool changer ensure top
quality performance even
on complex machining
tasks.

UilIUERSAI
lncreased power on horizontal naehining

UEGTOR

For horizontal mach¡n¡ng through 36fl".
SCM developed the UEGTOR unir for all those
operations where the angle-drive heads have to operate
at a variety of angles (0-360') on the same component.

Special, horizontal-axis drive unit with single or double
outlets for sawblades or routers cutters. ldeal for the
following tasks:
- lock and hinge locations on doors and windows;

- horizontal-axis moulding on
frames, furniture
components and seats.

- cutting wrth sawblade of
solid wood, chipboard and
MDF of parts for staircases,
seats, furniture, work tops
and tables;

- horizontal boring up to a

depth of '150 mm.

Euen w¡th spee¡al Gomponents or eomplex mach¡ning taslrs.

rItTIilG
For Gurued eomponents

TltTIlllG is the ideal solution
for curved and angled
components (cupboard doors,
chair backs and parts, and
double curve frames) where
the tool angle has to be
changed cont¡nuously to
follow the profile of the
curved component.

The CNC-controlled spindle
can be turned to any positive
or negative angle up to 45o
to enable the shaping,
moulding, sloning, drilling
and sanding of any curved
component with perfect
precision.

Dedicated software developed
by SCM makes it possible to
program a curved component
as if it were a standard, flat
component and automatically
handles the interpolation with
the other linear axes.

IlRlttllUc Utlr uuith independent spindles
For all types of drilting

The rigid, compact drilling
unit with independent
spindles is purpose built
for all drilling operations
including those on solid
wood.
The unit guarantees
maximum drilling speeds
even during tool changes
and enables a great
reduction in cycle times.
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MULTI-PURPOSE UilIUERSAL WORK XABTE

The work table incorporates SGlUlts long
experience with GlllG machining centres
and provides a solut¡on for all eomponent
clamping tasks.
The aluminium work table has grooves for the insertion
of rubber seals and hold-down modules. T-section slots
are provided for fixing reference stops or special jigs.
Threaded holes enable direct connection to the vacuum
hold-down system incorporated in the table.
Compressed air connectors for special fixtures are also
provided.

For precision component pos¡t¡on¡ng, retractable
pneumatic stops can be fitted in the T slots and connected to
the compressed air connectors fitted to the work table.

A tool for euery/ clamping task.

Where only the top surface of a component is

to be machined, the rubber hold-down
seals can be used to clamp the component
directly to the work table.

The components can be raised from
the table and precision clamped

using MOIIUISET, a set of hold-
down modules which can be rapidly
inserted in the work table grooves to

accurately follow the component
shape.

As an alternative to the MODULSET
system, SUGTIOil GUPS can be

fined in virtually any position on the
work table; fitting the suction cups
to the table connects them directly
to the vacuum system, no hoses or

tubes are required.

For complex components, special jigs
can be rapidly fitted to multi-purpose work

table.

This consists of a graduated bar,
controlled by pneumatic cylinders,
fined with positioning stops:
The stops are manually set to
match component dimensions.
The automatic positioning system
is indispensable when machining
components such as cupboard doors.
It is:

. Rapid, because it is controlled by the
cNc.

. Accurate, because it runs
on prism guides and has

recirculating ball screw
sliders.

¡ Uersatile because it
can be used with
Modulset and suction
cup hold-down systems.

Autonrat¡c posit¡on¡ng systcm

' 
\!:

Once the component has

been positioned, the system
retracts under the work table

to enable machining with any
type of tool.
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A solid base for high pe;forlnanee.
The high loadings created by high-speed machine
movements and the need to guarantee a top quality finish
mean that the machine frame must remain absolutely
rigid under all operating conditions.
ROUTOMAT is absolutely rigid. An
uncompromising design based on extensive ->
research and innovative technical
solutions guarantees long-life
reliability.

Mono-block
mach¡ne base
The ROUTOMAT base has a
robust mono-block
construction, strongly ribbed
to withstand high loadings
even under the severest
conditions.
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Fixed lead screw
A fixed lead screw, clamped at both ends, with rotary lead nuts

coupled to the drive motor, ensure vibration-free
movements, rapid acceleration during path changes and

the maximum precision.

O

Prisrn guides
All moving parts run on prism guides with sliders on
pre-loaded recirculating ball screws to ensure the
maximum rigidity and smooth operation required

for a high grade finish

HOIUEYGOMB
The work table is in aerospace aluminium with a

honeycomb structure. This ensures perfect rigidity,
flatness and long-life precision.
The table design also provides optimum dynamic

performance even at high speeds to ensure a high
quality fìnish at all times.

Automat¡e lubrication
Your guarantee of a long machine life. All moving

parts are continuously lubricated by a centralised
system controlled from the CNC. The system

ensures fault-free, precision machine operation and
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reduces wear
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The BOUIOilAT numerical control is the
next generaüon GtG unit willr fast

microprocessors for rapid calculaüon and
top interpolaüon capabitit¡r. Easy to use,

the GtG makes llre operator-machine
dialogue simple and immed¡ate.

ilESflNG to optimise cutting paths
and reduce waste material when machining shaped panels.

The main CNC features are:

- 3Z-bit microprocessor for maximum processing speed
and fast program run times.

- Multi-tasking, the machine can be programmed while it
is working.

- 10" colour monitor for high resolution graphics.
- Full, P(+ype alphanumeric keyboard.
- Graphic display of programmed part with dynamic tool

path display; the current tool is displayed on the top
and side surfaces.

- Programming with sub-programs called up from any

Becess empty¡ng cycle. The CNC

automatically generates the machine codes
for the area inside a shape or the area
between two shapes.

Full GAll functions for printing and
ploning professional drawings.

The next generat¡on

marn program.
- Parametric programming with mathematical

calculations ('l 39 variables available).
- Program loading and unloading at the control panel

over serial transmission links.
- lncorporated floppt¡ disk-drise on PG,
Windows compatible.

- Automatic tool magazine management.
- Automatic tool length and diameter correction.
- Programmable machining speeds to enable slowing for

finishing tasks.
- Programs can be run directly from an external PC.

- Automatic tool path acceleration control to optimlse

àl

3It display of geometrically complex
shapes enables the detection and
immediate correction of any errors.

ROUTOGAIUI

The programm¡ng stat¡on,

\ ROUTOCAM is an SCM CAD-CAM system for programming CNC
machining centres. ROUTOCAM enables the complete integration of the

design and production stages, of the work of the designer rn the office
and the operator on the shop floor.

The program package has a full range of functions, uses powerful
32-bit architecture and operates in the user-friendly Wrndows environment.
ROUTOCAM provides top performance for customers who demand the best.
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finishing tasks.
- Zoom function to display parts in detail.
- Override function for the separate adjustment of axis

and spindle speeds.
- Editing mode for correct¡ng work programs.
- MDI (semi-automatic mode)for rapidly programming

test cycles without saving them to memory.
- lntegrated PLC for rapid, safe management of machine

cycles.

Gustomised applications. The powerful parameteric
macro language can be used to create special programs for

machining doors, windows and other customised
applications.
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SOIUIE EXAMPIES OF GOTFIGURAilOT

lwin work tables
2 routing units with tool changer - 2 drilling units with l6 independent spindles.
Pendulum working on 2 components with 50 mm diameter tool.

Twin work tables
3 routing units with tool changer.
Pendulum working on 3 components with 50 mm diameter tool

SGM has been an active force in
the woodworking machinery sector for
more than 40 years and represents the
nucleus of SCM Group which now has a total of 2300
employees, 27 associate companies, I6 factories and
an export which accounts for 700/o of its production.

All this makes SCM one
of the world's top
producers of woodworking
equipment.

SGIUI produces the widest range
of tooling machines for secondary
wood machining, from classical
machines to CNC work centres, to
high production automated systems
for the machining of solid wood.
All SCM machines are designed with the
aid of CAD (computer aided design) systems and
manufactured using the most modern machining and
control technology. Specialized technicians all over
the world are able to supply the most
comprehensive technical assistance and
services for SCM customers because
full use is made of a system of

remote computerised diagnostics and of
a network of peripherical spare parts
warehouses. SCM's customers can

moreover rely upon the Cuslomer Satisfaction Service
recently installed as a reference point covering all
their requirements.

SGM can also utilize the
internal structures of SCM

Group such as GSR-Study
and Researrh Gonsorlium

and CSR Training Centre. CSR-

Study and Research
' Consortium uses advanced
. experimental and an
,.. acoustic instrumentation

. laboratory fitted with a

semianechoic room.

This ensures that all machines satisfy the strictest
international standards in terms of safety, ergonomics
and environmental hygiene. GSB - Training

Gentre, a highly regarded training school
prepares qualified operators for

woodworking machinery from all
over the world.

-.
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xj A contiguration for euery machin-ng task.

o
h(¡

X, Y, Z axis strokes

lOOO m¡n
4OOO max

3,700x1,600x300 mm
Maximum hei

DR¡LIITG UIUIf

Nr. horizontal independent spindles 6

3,000 m
Motor power 5HP

ìlhere required, the machine is supplied with the
following parts complying with the CE safety
regulations
- Safety and warning messages and labels on the

machine
- lnstruction and maintenance manual
- Electrical emergency devices

UTIUERSAL

Speed i 8000 rpm (max.)
Power 7.5 HP (max.)

Blade hoiè
et l

ITSTALLATIOT IIATA

Extraction air flow rate ¡O mlsecZ
Extraction air consumption (each router) 2,000 ml/hr

7 barCompressed air pressure

Compressed air consumption 50 Nl/min
Power supply Three- phase. 180 V/50H2
lnstalled power (+ 7 kV,/ each router) 22 K\l
lleight 6,500 kg

For the purposes of illustration some photos show machines complete
wrth all accessofles.
SCM reserves the rìght to change technìcal data without prìor notice.
Modifications will iñ no way aflect CE mark safety standirds.

- Electrical components and visual warning devices
- Guards for moving parts
- Component ejection guard
- lnterlocks and safety devices to prevent accidental or

unauthorised access to hazardous areas.

ht between table and indles
uprights

120 mm
1,400 mm

X, Y axis acceleration 2 m/sec2t
X, Y, Z rapid travel speed 60 m/min

ROUTER UIIIT
Tirin work tables
4 routing units.
Pendulum working on 4 components with 50 mm diameter tool

3200

Single work table
1 routing unit with tool changer - 1 drilling unit with 16 independent spindles
Pendulum working on 3 components with 50 mm diameter tool.
Area covered by all routers and drill bits.

Speed 900 - 18,000 rpm
Power 15 HP at 9,000
Pneumatic vertical travel 150 mm

AUTOMATIG ÍOOL GTIATGER
N. stations 10
Station centre-to-centre 85 mm
N. anqle drive heads 2

J

ROUTOTIAT No load
withou¡ exlrôclor

Machin¡ng

Aver¿ge no¡se level
on me¿suremenl surfa(e

dB (A)
67,5 76,5

Aver¿ge noise level
em¡ned

dBVJ (A) lmw (A)]
87,4 [0,5] 96,5 [4,5]

Averðge noise level
aÌ operðtor pos¡tion

dB (A) [dBmax]
76,2 84,5 [98,s]

ItrIÉl :Tl:Iq:fKl
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